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(57) ABSTRACT 

A vertical gyroscope is adapted for use as a pointing device 
for controlling the position of a cursor on the display of a 
computer. A motor at the core of the gyroscope is suspended 
by two pairs of orthogonal gimbals from a hand-held con 
troller device and nominally oriented with its spin axis verti 
cal by a pendulous device. Electro-optical shaft angle encod 
ers sense the orientation of a hand-held controller device as 

it is manipulated by a user and the resulting electrical output 
is converted into a format usable by a computer to control 
the movement of a cursor on the screen of the computer 
display. For additional ease of use, the bottom of the control 
ler is rounded so that the controller can be pointing while 
sitting on a surface. A third input is provided by providing a 
horizontal gyroscope within the pointing device. The third 
rotational signal can be used to either rotate a displayed 
object or to display or simulate a third dimension. 

47 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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GYROSCOPIC POINTER AND METHOD 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 08/406,727, 
?led on Mar. 20, 1995, now abandoned, which is a continu 
ation of Ser. No. 08/000,651, ?led on Jan. 5, 1993, now US. 
Pat. No. 5,440,326, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 
07/497,127, ?led on Mar. 21, 1990, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field 
The present invention relates to the ?eld of hand-held 

computer controllers. More speci?cally, the present inven 
tion relates to a hand-held gyroscopic pointer adapted for 
use as a cursor-control device for a computer. 

2. Art Background 
A. Computer controllers: 
Historically, computer instructions have taken the form of 

commands entered as words on a keyboard. More recently, 
pointing devices and icon-based interface techniques have 
been developed which permit a computer user to select tasks 
and to enter commands by moving a cursor on a computer 
display screen in response to movement of a pointing device. 
Pointing devices used for this task have included joysticks, 
trackballs and mouse controllers. One early use of a mouse 
as a pointing device for an icon-based computer interlace 
was at Xerox PARC. More recently, the mouse has become 
well known as a computer input device with its use on the 
Apple Macintosh line of computers and on the workstation 
computers distributed by Sun Microsystem. 

However, a mouse, requires a relatively large and ?at 
2-dimensional surface on which to move. Typically, this sur 
face must be unobstructed and dedicated to mouse move 
ment and measure over 9"><9" As] as a result. Other 
controllers, such as the trackball and joystick, are often used 
when ?at surfaces are unavailable. as in the case of portable 
computers. However, trackballs and joysticks are con 
strained to use on a surface for practical applications. 

Further, trackballs, joysticks, keys and mice are not 
mobile in free space nor do they provide three-dimensional 
output. One controller which is [mobil] mobile in space is 
taught by Ronald E. Milner in this US. Pat. No. 4,862,152. 
“Sonic Positioning Device,” issued Jan. 25, 1990. This 
device senses the position of a controller device in three 
dimensions by sensing the position of an ultrasonic transmit 
ter relative to an array of receivers. However this device is 
not a true pointing device as it senses position rather than a 
vector from the device. Since the controller must be reposi 
tioned in space, rather than simply reoriented, relatively 
large hand movements are required to de?ne cursor move 
ments. Another controller [mobil] mobile in free space, the 
Mattel Power Glove video game controller, incorporates two 
ultrasonic transmitters in a single controller and thus can 
determine a position [as web as] and de?ne a “pointing” 
vector through the two transmitters. However, both of these 
ultrasonic controllers are based on ranging techniques and 
thus have range and resolution limitations. Speci?cally, both 
must be used in conjunction with an array of receivers to 
determine the exact position of the controllers. This results 
in reduced accuracy as the controller is moved to a position 
more distant from the receivers. Further, these controllers 
are only [use able] usable in an active volume of space 
de?ned by those receivers. Further still, both are limited to 
use in relatively noise-free environments. 
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B. Gyroscopes: 
Attitude indicators in aircraft, known as arti?cial 

horizons, use two-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes for inertia 
space reference and the measurement of pitch and roll rela 
tive to the gravitational vector. The gravity vector is approxi 
mated by a pendulous device (suspended weight) which 
indicates the apparent vertical, that is, the combined effect of 
gravity and acceleration. Such a device, as described in 
Gyroscopic Theory Design, and Instrumentation, 1980, 
Wrigley, Hollister and Denhard, The MIT. Press, 
Cambridge, Mass., does not correctly indicate the true direc 
tion of gravity at any instant because of vehicle accelera 
tions. However, the average direction of the apparent vertical 
over a period of several minutes approximates the direction 
of gravity well enough to provide an attitude reference. 
Gyroscopes thus provide a known technique for measuring 
roll and pitch relative to a gravity vector. However, gyro 
scopes are typically heavy and expensive and have not been 
successfully adapted to practical use as a handheld pointing 
devices for cursor control in computers. 

Accordingly, it is desirable to provide a hand-held com 
puter control device which has a long range and high resolu 
tion. Further, the controller should not be constrained to use 
on a ?at surface or within a con?ned space. Further, it is 
desirable to have a controller which responds to a vector 
de?ned by the controller, i.e. responds to “pointing” of the 
controller, as opposed to merely detecting the position of the 
controller. It is desirable to have a controller which is self 
contained and not subject to interference [form] from outside 
sources of noise or subject to reduced accuracy as it is 
moved distant from an array of receivers. 

Further, it is desirable to provide a controller that pro 
duces three-dimensional output. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention comprises a hand-held gyroscope 
adapted for use as a cursor control device for a computer. A 
motor at the core of the gyroscope is suspended by two pairs 
of orthogonal gimbals from a hand-held controller device 
which provide two-degrees-of-freedom for the gyroscope. 
The spin axis of the motor is norminally oriented vertically 
by a pendulous device. Electro-optical shaft angle encoders 
sense the rotation of a hand held controller device about the 
gyroscope as it is manipulated by a user and the resulting 
electrical output is converted into a format usable by a com 
puter to control the x-y movement of a cursor on a two 
dimensional display screen of a computer display. The con 
troller thus responds to angular movements of a user’s hand, 
which permits relatively large and accurate movements of a 
cursor to be accurately de?ned without requiring corre 
spondingly large and tiring hand movements. Further, the 
controller is self-contained and is thus not subject to sources 
of outside noise or constrained to use within any active vol 
ume. For additional ease of use, the bottom of the controller 
is rounded so that the controller can be reoriented or 
“pointed” while sitting on a surface 
The resulting controller device is thus responsive to a vec 

tor 

de?ned by the controller, i.e. the “pointing” of the 
controller, as opposed to merely detecting its position, and 
can be used either in free space or while sitting on a surface. 
Unlike a classical pointing device such as a stick or a 
?ashlight, it does not require both position and vector infor 
mation to “point” to another ?xed position. Rather, the vec 
tor information (i.e. “pitch” and “roll”) is transformed 
directly into the “x” and “y” coordinates of a cursor position 
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on a computer display. Further, by including a second gyro 
scope in the controller With the spin axis of the second gyro 
scope orthogonal to the ?rst, “yaw” information, i.e. the 
angle of rotation of the controller about the spin axis of the 
?rst gyroscope, can be measured. This angle is transformed 
directly into the “Z” information, and used to control rotation 
of objects or to otherWise alter the computer display, such as 
by making an object appear closer or further aWay, in 
response to “Z” axis information. This controller is highly 
accurate as the result of using electro-optic shaft angle 
encoders, and not limited to use on a ?at surface or an active 
volume. It alloWs the input of three dimensional input, in the 
form of “pitch,” “roll,” and “yaW” angles, Which are trans 
formed into “x,” “y,” and“Z” coordinates for input to a com 
puter for the control of the cursor location and screen dis 
play. Further, since it is self contained, it is not subject to 
ambient noise, such as is the case With ultrasonic controllers. 

These and other advantages and features of the invention 
Will become readily apparent to those skilled in the art after 
reading the folloWing detailed description of the invention 
and studying the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1 and 1A are an expanded perspective vieW of one 
embodiment of the preferred invention. 

FIG. 2 is an expanded perspective vieW of inner gimbal 
115 and bearing 122. 

FIG. 3 is an illustration of the optical pattern on inner 
module 110, the optical pattern on gimbal frame 135, and the 
elements of shaft angle encoder sensing optics 165. 

FIG. 4 is an illustration of a quad photodiode. 

FIG. 5 is an illustration of the preferred embodiment of a 
gyroscopic pointing device 500 coupled to a computer and 
computer display 505. 

FIG. 6 is a top vieW of an alternative embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 7 is a top perspective vieW of the embodiment of 
FIG. 6. 

FIG. 8 is a perspective illustrator of a directional gyro 
scope used to provide three-dimensional output in the 
embodiment of FIGS. 6 and 7. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 is an expanded perspective vieW of one embodi 
ment of the present invention. A brushless DC. motor 105 at 
the core of the gyroscope spins continuously, providing the 
angular momentum that stabiliZes the inner part of the gyro 
scope. Brushless D.C. Motors 105 is a motor such as used in 
miniature cooling fans distributed by US. TOYO Fan Cor 
poration. Brushless D.C. Motors 105 is illustrated in the 
vertical cross section AiA of FIG. 1, and is ?rmly mounted 
to inner module 110 With motor shaft 108 aligned orthogo 
nally With respect to the axis of rotation of inner module 110 
about inner gimbals 115 and 120. Inner module 110 consists 
of injection molded plastic and tWo conductive inner gim 
bals gimbal 115 and gimbal 120. Inner gimbals 115 and 120 
are located on and aligned With the axis of rotation of inner 
module 110. Further, inner gimbals 115 and 120 are electri 
cally coupled to motor 105. The center of mass of inner 
module 110, Which includes motor 105, is slightly displaced 
along the axis of rotation of motor shaft 108 beloW the axis 
of rotation of inner module 110. This results in a pendulous 
affect Which causes motor shaft 108 to generally align With 
the gravity vector. 
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4 
Inner gimbals 115 and 120 mechanically support inner 

module 110 and also provide an electrical path for the trans 
mission of poWer from the gimbals to motor 105 Without 
restricting the travel of inner module 110. TWo bearings sup 
port the inner gimbals relative to gimbal frame 135. 
Speci?cally, bearing 122 is mounted Within bearing align 
ment hole 125 of gimbal frame 135 and supports inner gim 
bal 115. Similarly, bearing 124 is mounted Within bearing 
alignment hole 130 of gimbal frame 135 and supports inner 
gimbal 120. Gimbal frame 135 includes tWo conductive 
outer gimbals 140 and 145. TWo bearings support the outer 
gimbals relative to shock frame 160. Speci?cally, bearing 
146 is mounted Within bearing alignment hole 150 of shock 
frame 160 and supports outer gimbal 140. Similarly, bearing 
147 is mounted Within bearing alignment hole 155 of shock 
frame 160 and supports outer gimbal 145. Outer gimbal 140 
is electrically coupled to inner gimbal 115. Similarly, outer 
gimbal 145 is electrically coupled to inner gimbal 120. This 
completes the electrical path from the non-rotating shock 
frame 160 to motor 105 Within inner module 110. 

Shock frame 160 is mounted With shock absorbing rubber 
to outer housing 175, Which consists of tWo halves. This 
shock mounting prevents damage to the bearings or optical 
sensors in the event that the gyroscope is dropped, and per 
mits the inner assemblies to be constructed With ?ner toler 
ances than Would be possible Without the shock mounting. 
Shaft angle encoder sensing optics 165, discussed in more 
detail beloW, are mounted on shock frame 160. 

Outer housing 175 is opaque so as to prevent outside light 
from interfering With the optical sensing system and is 
adapted for hand holding as described more fully beloW With 
reference to FIGS. 5 and 6. 

Cabling 180 transmits poWer from an [interlace] interface 
box 185 to outer housing 175 and returns data signals from 
shaft angle encoder sensing optics 165. In the preferred 
embodiment interface box 185 translates signals from the 
optical sensing system 165 into serial data for an RS-232 
port. Wall adapter 190 provides DC. power for motor 105 
and [shalt] shaft angle encoder sensing optics 165. 
The construction details of the inner and outer gimbals 

[is] are shoWn in further detail in FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is an 
expanded perspective vieW of inner gimbal 115 and bearing 
122. Inner gimbal 115 includes a circular plug 205 Which ?ts 
Within the inner race of bearing 122. A conductive pin 210, 
having a diameter smaller than that of plug 205, is mounted 
concentrically With plug 205 and electrically coupled to 
motor 205. Pin 210 is preferably made of a loW-friction con 
ductive material such as carbon-te?on and designed to pro 
trude from the inner race of bearing 122. The diameter of pin 
210 is smaller than the diameter of the inner race so as not 20 
contact the inner race and to minimize the friction of the 
rotating contact. A stainless steel spring 215 is mounted to 
gimbal frame 135 and aligned With and in electrical contact 
With protruding surface 220 of pin 210. 

Spring 215 is electrically coupled to a DC. poWer source 
through outer gimbal 140. Spring 215 presses against pin 
210 providing a loW friction electrical connection betWeen 
gimbal frame 135 and inner module 110. Inner gimbal 120 
and outer gimbals 140 and 145 are constructed in an identi 
cal manner. 

Inner module 110 has a hemispherical outer surface With 
an optical pattern Which interacts With shaft angle encoder 
sensing optics 165 to sense the rotation of inner module 110 
around the axis of rotation through gimbals 115 and 120. 
This optical pattern is illustrated in FIG. 3. The optical pat 
tern on inner module 110 is constructed by ?rst painting the 
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hemispherical surface With a highly re?ective aluminum 
?aked paint and then machining grooves of 0.015 inch depth 
and Width along “lines of longitude” from gimbal 115 
toWards gimbal 120 along the surface. The grooves are 
machined to Within 30 degrees of each inner gimbal and are 
0.015 inches apart at 30 degrees from each gimbal. The pat 
tern causes the spacing betWeen the groove centerlines to 
Widen to approximately 0.04 inches at the middle 
(“equator”) of inner module 110. Inner module 110 is 
molded from a non-re?ective black plastic. Thus the grooved 
portions of inner module 110. Where the re?ective paint has 
been machined off, are non-re?ective. This provides a pre 
cise optical pattern on inner module 110 having a relatively 
high contrast ratio. 

[And] A second optical pattern is machined into gimbal 
frame 135 along a cylindrical section 170 of gimbal frame 
135. This pattern interacts With [shalt] shaft angle encoder 
sensing optics 165 for sensing rotation of gimbal frame 135 
around its axis of rotation through gimbals 140 and 145. 
This cylindrical section is geometrically centered about the 
axis of rotation of gimbal frame 135, Which passes through 
gimbals 140 and 145. As With the optical pattern on the inner 
module 110, the optical pattern on gimbal frame 135 is con 
structed by applying re?ective paint to cylindrical section 
170 and then machining grooves of 0.015 inch depth and 
Width on the surface of the cylinder. 

These grooves are machined along lines parallel to the 
axis of rotation of gimbal frame 135 and evenly spaced so 
that the light and dark strips are of equal Width. Cylindrical 
section 170 is displaced slightly from the center of gimbal 
frame 135 so as not lo interfere With the interaction of shaft 
angle encoder sensing optics 165 and the optical pattern on 
inner module 110. Speci?cally, the closest edge of cylindri 
cal section 170 is spaced approximately 0.15 inches aWay 
from the “equator” of frame 170 passing through inner gim 
bals 115 and 120. 

Shaft angle encoder sensing optics 165 interact With the 
optical pattern on inner module 110 so as to determine the 
rotation of the inner module 110 about its axis of rotation. 
More speci?cally, shaft angle encoder sensing optic 165 
include sources for illuminating the patterns, lenses for 
focusing images of the patterns, and photodetectors for 
[detect a] detecting dark or light areas. Referring to FIG. 3, a 
?rst LED 305 is mounted to shock frame 160 at an angle of 
30 degrees from vertical in a plane parallel to the axis 
through gimbals 140 and 145 so as to ?oodlight an area 310 
of the optical pattern on inner module 110. This area is cen 
tered on the “equator” of frame 135 so as to provide maxi 
mum range of detectable movement in both directions. Lens 
315 and mirror 320 focus and re?ect the image of the illumi 
nated optical pattern onto quad photodiode 325. Lens 315 is 
an injection molded lens of approximately 1/s inch in diam 
eter having a focal length of approximately 0.2 inches. 
Quad photodiode 325 comprises four photodiodes, 402, 

404, 406 and 408, located in a roW as illustrated in FIG. 4. 
The sides of quad photodiode 325 are aligned With the edges 
of the projected image of the optical pattern on inner module 
110. One period of the projected image of the optical pattern 
on inner module 110 (one light and one dark bar) nominally 
covers the quad photodiode 325, Which comprise four pho 
todiodes centered 0.02 inches apart. Photodiodes 402 and 
406 are [counted] coupled to comparator [420] 410. Photo 
diodes 404 and 408 are coupled to comparator [410] 420. 
The output V1 of comparator 410 is thus in phase quadrature 
With the output V2 of comparator 420. These outputs are 
then detected by conventional means to determine the rota 
tion of the inner module. An example of phase quadrature 
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6 
resolution is provided in US. Pat. No. 4,346,989 titled Sur 
veying Instrument, issued to Alfred E. [Gori] Gort and 
Charles E. Moore Aug. 31, 1982 and assigned to the 
Hewlett-Packard Company. A prototype of this embodiment 
of the present invention results in a resolution of approxi 
mately 100 counts per inch. 

Shaft angle encoder sensing optics 165 also interacts With 
the optical pattern on gimbal frame 160 so as to determine 
the rotation of gimbal frame 135 about its axis of rotation. 
More spec?cally, a second sensing system, similar to the one 
described but oriented 90 degrees With respect to the ?rst, is 
positioned on frame 160 so as to interact With the optical 
pattern on frame 135 and to detect rotation of frame 135 
about its axis of rotation. Referring again to FIG. 3, a second 
LED 330 is mounted to shock frame 160 at an angle of 30 
degrees from vertical in a plane parallel to the axis through 
gimbals 115 and 120 in alignment With cylindrical section 
170 so as to ?oodlight an area 335 of the optical pattern on 
cylindrical section 170. Lens 340 and mirror 320 focus and 
re?ect the image of the illuminated optical pattern onto quad 
photodiode 345. Lens 340 is an injection molded lens of 
approximately 1/s inch in diameter having a focal length of 
approximately 0.2 inches. 
Quad photodiode 345 comprises four photodiodes located 

in a roW and is identical in construction to quad photodiode 
325 illustrated in FIG. 4. The sides of quad photodiode 345 
are aligned With the edges of the projected image of the 
optical pattern on gimbal frame 135. FIG. 5 is an illustration 
of the preferred embodiment of a gyroscopic pointing device 
500 coupled to a computer 502 and computer display 505. 
Computer 502 is adapted so that changing the pitch of con 
troller 500 relative to the gravity vector [charges] changes 
the vertical position of cursor 510 on computer display 505. 
That is, rotating the controller forWard (“pitch”) causes the 
cursor to drop on a vertical computer screen, rotating it back 
causes the cursor to drop on a vertical computer screen, 
rotating it back causes the cursor to rise, as if the controller 
Was pointing at the cursor. Similarly, rotating the controller 
from side to side (“roll”) changes the horizontal position of 
cursor 510 on computer display 505. That is, rotating the 
controller left causes the cursor to move left on a vertical 

computer screen, rotating it right causes the cursor to move 
to the right, again, as [it] if the controller Was pointing at the 
cursor. Controller 500 further includes a thumb operated 
push button 520 and has a rounded hemispherically shaped 
bottom portion 525 adapted for smoothly rocking on a ?at 
surface When the pitch and roll of controller 500 is varied 
While resting on a ?at surface. This can be a tWo position 
sWitch, Where initial pressure on the sWitch activates the 
controller and causes the cursor to move in response to the 
controller, and a second position of the sWitch results in a 
“pick” or “select” signal being transmitted to the computer. 

FIG. 6 is a top vieW of an alternative embodiment of the 
present invention. FIG. 7 is a top perspective vieW of the 
same embodiment. Speci?cally, FIGS. 6 and 7 illustrate a 
controller shaped so as to be hand held in a manner such that 
the palm Will be facing doWn While controller 610 is resting 
on a ?at surface. The under side of controller 610 is rounded 
to facilitate changes of its orientation With respect to verti 
cal. A palm button 620 is actuated When the controller is 
grasped, thus permitting the controller to be deactivated, 
moved or reoriented, then reactivated. A pick button 630 is 
located for selective activation by a [users lingers] user's 
?ngers in a manner similar to the use of a pick button on a 
mouse controller. 

The embodiment of FIGS. 6 and 7 includes a ?rst gyro 
scope as discussed With regards to FIGS. 1*4 for the mea 
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surement of pitch and roll. Further, it includes a second 
gyroscope, as illustrated in FIG. 8, for measurement of yaW 
about the vertical axis. Speci?cally, a rotating gyroscopic 
element 810 is mounted in a tWo-degree-of freedom gimbal 
system With its spin axis 820 in a horizontal direction. In the 
preferred embodiment a mass gives the gyroscope a pendu 
losity at right angles to spin axis 820. More speci?cally, 
gyroscope 810 is mounted to inner frame 815. Inner frame 
815 is mounted to gimbal frame 825 by inner gimbals 845. 
Gimbal frame 825 is mounted to an outer housing 860 by 
gimbal 850. A shaft angle encoder 870 is coupled to detect 
the rotation of gimbal frame 825 relative to outer housing 
860. Oscillations are damped out by applying an antipendu 
lous torque caused by liquid How of a viscous ?uid through a 
constriction in a tube, as in damper 840. Computer 502 is 
further adapted to convert the angle measured by shaft angle 
encoder 870. This conversion could be to rotation of the 
cursor or a cursor-selected object or for providing a “Z” input 
for a three dimensional display or a tWo-dimensional display 
simulating a three dimensional vieW. 

While the invention has been particularly taught and 
described With reference to the preferred embodiment, those 
versed in the art [rill] will appreciate that minor modi?ca 
tions in form and detail may be made Without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the invention. For instance, although 
the illustrated embodiment teaches one system of shaft angle 
encoders, many alternative systems could be used for detect 
ing the orientation of the gyroscopic controller. Further, 
While the preferred embodiment [leaches] teaches a verti 
cally oriented gyroscope and detection of tWo angles from 
vertical such as in an arti?cial horizon instrument. Other 
gyroscopic orientations, such as those used for directional 
gyroscopes, could be substituted. Further, While the present 
invention teaches the detection of tWo angles from a verti 
cally oriented gyroscope and one angle from a horiZontally 
oriented gyroscope, tWo angles could be detected from the 
horiZontal gyroscope, and one from the vertical gyroscope. 
Further, many techniques equivalent [techniques] to the pen 
dulous technique are knoWn for orienting gyroscopes. 
Accordingly, all such modi?cations are embodied Within the 
scope of this patent [as] and properly come Within [our] my 
contribution to the art [and] as are particularly pointed out 
by the folloWing claims. 

I claim: 
1. A method for [moving] ejecting movements of a [dis 

played] displayable object on [an interactive] a computer 
graphic display having vertical and horiZontal Cartesian 
coordinate axes in response to one of pitch and yaW rotations 
of an input device, the method comprising: [the steps of:] 

[detecting the pitch or yaW rotation of the device;] 
sensing an inertial response to [provide] pitch or yaw rota 

tion of the input device to produce a signal [indicative 
of] proportional to the at least one of the pitch and yaW 
rotations of the input device; and 

[in response to the signal indicating the detected pitch or 
yaW movement of the input device,] moving the [dis 
played] displayable object a distance in a plane de?ned 
by the vertical and horiZontal axes on the computer 
graphic display[, the displayed object being moved] in 
substantially continuous proportionality to the signal 
and translationally along one of the vertical and hori 
zontal axes in substantially a single direction for each 
direction in Which the input device is rotated. 

2. [A] The method [for effecting translational movements 
of a displayed object on an interactive computer graphic 
display as in] according to claim 1 further comprising: [the 
steps of:] 
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selectively inhibiting the input device from producing a 

signal to permit reorientation of the input device With 
out substantially proportional translational movement 
of the displayed object on the computer graphic dis 
play; and 

selectively enabling the input device for producing the 
signal in response to said one of pitch and yaW rotations 
of the input device. 

3. A method for [providing a signal to effect] ejecting 
translational movements of a [displayed] displayable object 
on [an interactive] a computer graphic display using an 
input device including an inertial gyroscopic element that is 
manually movable in free space, the method comprising: 
[the steps of:] 

supporting the inertial gyroscopic element With respect to 
the input device; 

actuating the gyroscopic element to exhibit inertia relative 
to an inertial axis; 

detecting rotational movement of the input device relative 
to the inertial axis of the gyroscopic element; and 

[providing] producing a signal [responsive] substantially 
proportional to the rotation of the input device relative 
to the inertial axis for effecting translational move 
ments of the [displayed] displayable object on the com 
puter graphic display in substantially continuous pro 
portionality to the signal and in a single direction for 
each direction in Which the input device is rotated. 

4. A method for [providing a signal to effect] ejecting 
translational movements of a [displayed] displayable object 
on [an interactive] a computer graphic display using an iner 
tial input device that is manually movable in free space, the 
method comprising: [the steps of:] 

detecting[, by inertial means,] rotational movement of the 
input device about one axis; and 

[providing] producing a ?rst signal [responsive] substan 
tially proportional to the rotation of the input device 
about the one axis for effecting translational move 
ments of the [displayed] displayable object on the com 
puter graphic display in substantially continuous pro 
portionality to the ?rst signal and in a single direction 
for each direction in Which the input device is rotated. 

5. [A] The method according to claim 4 for [providing 
signals to effect] e?‘ecting the translational movements on 
[an interactive] the computer graphic display along at least 
one of ?rst and second coordinate axes[,] using the inertial 
input device, the method further comprising: [the steps of:] 

detecting[, by inertial means,] rotational movement of the 
input device about a second axis not parallel to the one 

axis; 
[providing] producing a second signal [responsive] sub 

stantially proportional to the rotation of the input 
device about the second axis[; and] for effecting trans 
lational movements [on the display] of the displayable 
object along a ?rst coordinate axis of the computer 
graphic display in [response] substantially continuous 
proportionality to the ?rst signal and in a single direc 
tion for each direction in which the input device is 
rotated about the one axis, or along a second coordinate 
axis of the computer graphic display in [response] sub 
stantially continuous proportionality to the second sig 
nal and in a single directionfor each direction in which 
the input device is rotated about the second axis. 

6. [A graphical] An input device for providing a signal to 
effect translational movements of a [displayed] displayable 
object on [an interactive] a computer graphic display, com 
prising: 
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a hand-held housing adapted for manual movement in 
free space; and 

an inertial gyroscopic element mounted With respect to 
said housing, [for providing a signal, in response] and 
responsive to rotation of the housing about an axis[, to 
effect] for producing a signal substantially propor 
tional to said rotation for ejecting translational move 
ments of the [displayed] displayable object on [an 
interactive] the computer graphic display in substan 
tially continuous proportionality to the signal and in a 
single direction for each direction in Which the [device] 
housing is rotated. 

7. [A graphical] The input device [for providing a signal to 
effect translational movements of a displayed object on an 
interactive computer graphic display as in] according to 
claim 6[,] Wherein the gyroscopic element comprises an 
angular position gyroscope. 

8. [A graphical] The input device [for providing a signal to 
effect translational movement of a displayed object on an 
interactive computer graphic display as in] according to 
claim 7[,] Wherein the angular position gyroscope com 
prises: 

an inertial gyroscopic element disposed to spin about a 
spin axis; 

a gimbal supporting the gyroscopic element With respect 
to the housing; and 

a sensor disposed With respect to the gimbal and the hous 
ing for producing said signal in response to rotation of 
the housing relative to the spin axis. 

9. A graphical input device for providing a signal to effect 
the translational movement of a cursor on an interactive 

computer graphic display comprising: 
a housing adapted for manual movement in free space; 
an inertial gyroscopic element disposed to spin about one 

spin axis; 
a gimbal supporting the gyroscopic element With respect 

to the housing; and 
a sensor disposed With respect to the gimbal and the hous 

ing for producing a signal, in response to rotation of the 
housing relative to one spin axis, to effect translational 
movement of the cursor in substantially a single direc 
tion for each direction in Which the housing is rotated. 

10. A graphical input device for providing a signal to 
effect the translational movement of a cursor on an interac 

tive computer graphic display as in claim 9 further compris 
ing a manually operable sWitch mounted With respect to the 
housing and operatively connected for selecting inhibiting 
the graphical input device from producing a signal to permit 
reorientation of the graphical input device Without transla 
tional movement of the cursor in response to said signal, and 
for selectively enabling the graphical input device for pro 
ducing said signal in response to rotational movement of the 
housing relative to the spin axis of the gyroscopic element. 

11. A graphical input device for providing signals to effect 
translational movement of a cursor on an interactive com 

puter graphic display as in claim 10 Wherein the signal is 
produced in response to one of pitch and yaW rotational 
movement of the housing for effecting the translational 
movement of the cursor along one of vertical and horizontal 
Cartesian coordinate axes of the display in response to the 
signal. 

12. An interactive computer graphic display system com 
prising a graphical input device as in claim 11 and further 
comprising a circuit coupled to the display for effecting the 
translational movement of the cursor along one of the hori 
Zontal and vertical Cartesian coordinate axes of the display 
in response to the signal. 
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13. A method for controlling translational movements of a 

[displayed] displayable object on [an interactive] a com 
puter graphic display having vertical and horizontal Carte 
sian coordinate axes in response to one of pitch and yaW 
rotations of an input device, the method comprising: [the 
steps of:] 

detecting the pitch or yaW rotation of the input device; 
sensing an inertial response to [provide] produce a signal 

[indicative of] substantially proportional to at least one 
of the pitch and yaW rotations of the input device; and 

in response to [detecting pitch or yaW movement of the 
input device,] the signal, moving the [displayed] dis 
playable object a substantially continuously propor 
tional distance in a plane de?ned by the vertical and 
horiZontal axes on the computer graphic display With 
out rotating the [displayed] displayable object. 

14. [A graphical] An input device for providing a signal to 
manipulate translational movements of a [displayed] dis 
playable object on a computer graphic display, compris 
ing: 

a hand-held housing adapted for manual movement in 
free space; and 

an inertial gyroscopic element mounted With respect to 
said housing[, for providing a signal, in response] and 
responsive to rotation of the housing about an axis[, to 
manipulate] for producing a signal substantially pro 
portional to said rotation for manipulating translational 
movements of the [displayed] displayable object on [an 
interactive] the computer graphic display in substan 
tially continuous proportionality to the signal Without 
causing the [displayed] displayable object to be rotated. 

15. A method for [providing] producing a signal to control 
translational movements of a [displayed] displayable object 
on [an interactive] a computer graphic display using an 
input device including an inertial gyroscopic element that is 
manually movable in free space, the method comprising: 
[the steps of:] 

supporting the inertial gyroscopic element With respect to 
the input device; 

actuating the gyroscopic element to exhibit inertia relative 
to an inertial axis; 

detecting rotational movement of the input device relative 
to the inertial axis of the gyroscopic element; and 

[providing] producing a signal [responsive] substantially 
proportional to the rotation of the input device relative 
to the inertial axis for controlling translational move 
ments of the [displayed] displayable object in substan 
tially continuous proportionality to the signal Without 
causing the [displayed] displayable object to be rotated. 

16. An interactive computer graphic display system com 
prising an input device according to claim 6 andfurther 
comprising a circuit coupled to the computer graphic dis 
play for @fecting the translational movement ofa display 
able object along one ofhorizontal and vertical Cartesian 
coordinate axes ofthe computer graphic display in substan 
tially continuous proportionality to the signal. 

17. A method for e?‘ecting movements ofa displayable 
object on a graphic display having vertical and horizontal 
Cartesian coordinate axes in response to one ofpitch and 
yaw rotations of an input device, the method comprising: 

sensing gravitational orientation; 
sensing an inertial response topitch oryaw rotation ofthe 

input device relative to the gravitational orientation to 
produce a signal indicative ofat least one ofthe pitch 
and yaw rotations of the input device relative to the 
gravitational orientation; and 
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moving the displayable object a distance in a plane 
defined by the vertical and horizontal axes on the com 
puter graphic display translationally along one ofthe 
vertical and horizontal axes in substantially a single 
directionfor each direction in which the input device is 
rotated. 

18. The method according to claim 17, further compris 
ing: 

selectively inhibiting the input devicefrom producing the 
signal to permit reorientation ofthe input device with 
out translational movement of the displayed object on 
the computer graphic display; and 

selectively enabling the input device for producing the 
signal in response to said one of pitch or yaw rotations 
of the input device relative to the gravitational orienta 
tion. 

19. A methodfor @fecting movements ofa displayable 
object on a graphic display having vertical and horizontal 
Cartesian coordinate axes in response to one ofpitch and 
yaw rotations of an input device including an inertial 
element, the method comprising: 

sensing gravitational orientation; 
sensing an inertial response to pitch or yaw rotation of the 

inertial element relative to the gravitational orientation 
to produce a signal indicative ofat least one ofthepitch 
and yaw rotations of the device relative to the gravita 
tional orientation; and 

moving the displayable object a distance in a plane 
defined by the vertical and horizontal axes on the com 
puter graphic display translationally along one ofthe 
vertical and horizontal axes in substantially a single 
directionfor each direction in which the input device is 
rotated. 

20. The method according to claim 19, further compris 
ing: 

selectively inhibiting the inertial elementfrom producing 
the signal to permit reorientation of the input device 
without translational movement of the displayed object 
on the computer graphic display; and 

selectively enabling the inertial elementforproducing the 
signal in response to said one of pitch or yaw rotations 
of the input device relative to the gravitational orienta 
tion. 

2]. A methodfor e?‘ecting translational movements ofa 
displayable object on a computer graphic display using an 
input device including an inertial gyroscopic element that is 
manually movable infree space, the method comprising: 

supporting the inertial gyroscopic element with respect to 
the input device; actuating the gyroscopic element to 
exhibit inertia relative to an inertial axis; 

sensing gravitational orientation; 
detecting rotational movement of the input device about 

the inertial axis of the gyroscopic element relative to 
the gravitational orientation; and 

producing a signal responsive to the rotation of the input 
device about the inertial axis relative to the gravita 
tional orientation for @fecting translational movements 
of the displayable object on the computer graphic dis 
play in substantially a single direction for each direc 
tion in which the input device is rotated. 

22. A methodfor e?‘ecting translational movements ofa 
displayable object on a computer graphic display using an 
inertial input device that is manually movable infree space, 
the method comprising: 

12 
sensing gravitational orientation; 
detecting rotational movement of the input device about 

one axis relative to the gravitational orientation; and 
producing a?rst signal substantially proportional to the 

5 rotation of the input device about the one axis for e?‘ect 
ing translational movements ofthe displayable object 
on the computer graphic display in substantially con 
tinuousproportionality to the?rst signal and in a single 
directionfor each direction in which the input device is 
rotated. 

23. The method according to claim 22 for e?‘ecting the 
translational movements on the computer graphic display 
along at least one of?rst and second coordinate axes using 
the inertial input device, the method further comprising: 

detecting rotational movement of the input device about a 
second axis not parallel to the one axis and relative to 
the gravitational orientation; 

producing a second signal responsive to the rotation of the 
input device about the second axis for e?‘ecting transla 
tional movements ofthe displayable object along a?rst 
coordinate axis ofthe computer graphic display in sub 
stantially continuous proportionality to the first signal 
and in a single directionfor each direction in which the 
input device is rotated about the one axis, or along a 
second coordinate axis of the computer graphic display 
in response to the second signal and in a single direc 
tion for each direction in which the input device is 
rotated about the second axis. 

24. An input devicefor producing a signal to efect trans 
lational movements ofa displayable object on a computer 
graphic display, comprising: 
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a hand-held housing adapted for manual movement in 
free space; 

sensing apparatus in the housing to detect gravitational 
35 orientation; and 

an inertial gyroscopic element mounted with respect to 
said housing and responsive to rotation ofthe housing 
about an axis relative to the gravitational orientation to 
produce a signal indicative ofsaid rotationfor ejecting 
translational movements of the displayable object on 
the computer graphic display in substantially a single 
direction for each direction in which the housing is 
rotated. 

25. An input device according to claim 24, wherein the 
sensing apparatus detects substantially vertical gravita 
tional orientation independent ofthe orientation ofthe hous 
ing infree space. 

26. The input device according to claim 25, wherein the 
sensing apparatus comprises: 

an inertial gyroscopic element disposed to spin about a 
spin axis; 

a gimbal supporting the gyroscopic element with respect 
to the housing and including a center ofmass eccentric 
the spin axis; and 

a sensor communicating with the gimbalforproducing an 
output indicative of the gravitational orientation. 

27. An input devicefor producing a signal to efect trans 
lational movement of a displayable object on a graphic 
display, the input device comprising: 

a hand-held housing adapted for manual movement in 
free space; 

an inertial gyroscopic element disposed to spin about one 
spin axis; 

a gimbal supporting the gyroscopic element with respect 
to the housing and including a center ofmass eccentric 
the spin axis; 
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a first sensor disposed with respect to the gimbal and the 
housing and responsive to rotation ofthe housing rela 
tive to one spin axis for producing a signal substan 
tiallyproportional to said rotationfor @fecting transla 
tional movement of the displayable object in 
substantially continuous proportionality to the signal 
and in a single directionfor each direction in which the 
housing is rotated; and 

a second sensor in communication with the gimbal for 
producing an output indicative of gravitational 
orientation, independent ofthe orientation ofthe hous 
ing infree space. 

28. An interactive computer graphic display system com 
prising an input device as in claim 24 andfurther compris 
ing a circuit coupled to the displayfor e?‘ecting translational 
movement ofthe displayable object along one ofhorizontal 
and vertical Cartesian coordinate axes of the computer 
graphic display in response to the rotation of the housing 
relative to the gravitational orientation. 

29. An input devicefor manipulating translational move 
ments of a displayable object on a computer graphic display, 
comprising: 

a hand-held housing adapted for manual movement in 
free space; 

sensing apparatus in the housing to detect gravitational 
orientation; and 

an inertial element mounted with respect to said housing 
and responsive to rotation ofthe housing about an axis 
relative to gravitational orientation for producing a 
signal indicative of said rotation for manipulating 
translational movements of the displayable object on 
the computer graphic display without causing the dis 
playable object to be rotated. 

30. A method for producing a signal to control transla 
tional movements ofa displayable object on a computer dis 
play using an input device including an inertial element that 
is manually movable in free space, the method comprising: 

supporting the inertial element with respect to the input 
device; 

sensing gravitational orientation of the input device in 
free space; 

sensing inertia of the input device relative to the sensed 
gravitational orientation; 

detecting rotational movement of the input device with 
respect to an inertial axis ofthe inertial element rela 
tive to the gravitational orientation; and 

producing a signal substantially proportional to the rota 
tion of the input device about the inertial axis relative to 
the gravitational orientation for controlling transla 
tional movements of the displayable object in response 
to the signal without causing the displayable object to 
be rotated. 

31. The method according to claim 5further comprising: 
selectively inhibiting producing at least one of the first 

and second signals topermit reorientation ofthe device 
without translational movement of the displayable 
object on the computer display; and 

selectively enabling producing the at least one of the first 
and second signals in response to rotational movement 
of the input device about the corresponding one and 
second axes. 

32. The input device according to claim 6 comprising: 
a switch mounted on the housingfor manual activation to 

one operating state for selectively inhibiting producing 
said signal, and for actuation to another operating 

14 
state for enabling producing said signal in response to 
said rotation ofthe housing. 

33. An input devicefor producing a signal to manipulate 
translational movements ofa displayable object on a com 

5 puter graphic display, comprising: 
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a hand-held housing adapted for manual movement in 
free space; 

an inertial element mounted with respect to the said hous 
ing and responsive to rotation of the housing with 
respect to an inertial axis of the inertial elementfor 
producing a signal indicative of said rotation for 
manipulating translational movements of the display 
able object on the computer graphic display; and 

a switch mounted on the housingfor manual actuation to 
one operating state for selectively inhibiting producing 
said signal, and for actuation to another operating 
state for enabling producing said signal in response to 
said rotation. 

34. The method according to claim 23further comprising: 
selectively inhibiting producing at least one of the first 

and second signals to permit reorientation of the input 
device without translational movement ofthe display 
able object on the computer graphic display; and 

selectively enabling producing at least the one of the first 
and second signals in response to said rotation of the 
input device about the corresponding one and second 
axes. 

35. The input device according to claim 24 comprising: 
a switch mounted on said housingfor manual actuation to 

one operating state for selectively inhibiting producing 
said signal, and for actuation to another operating 
state for enabling producing said signal in response to 
said rotation ofthe housing. 

36. The input device according to claim 29 comprising: 
a switch mounted on said housingfor manual actuation to 

one operating state for selectively inhibiting producing 
said signal andfor actuation to another operating state 
for enabling producing said signal in response to said 
rotation of the housing. 

37. The method according to claim 30, further compris 
ing: 

selectively inhibiting producing said signal to permit 
reorientation of the input device without translational 
movement of the displayable object on the computer 
graphic display; and 

selectively enabling producing said signal in response to 
said rotation of the input device. 

38. An input devicefor producing a signal to efect trans 
lational movements ofa displayable object on a computer 
graphic display, comprising: 

an inertial gyroscopic means adapted for manual move 
ment infree spacefor producing a signal substantially 
proportional to rotation ofthe housing about an axis to 
eject translational movements of the displayable object 
on the computer graphic display in substantially con 
tinuous proportionality to the signal and in a single 
directionfor each direction in which the inertial gyro 
scopic means is rotated. 

39. The input device according to claim 38 wherein the 
inertial gyroscopic means comprises an angular position 
gyroscope. 

40. The input device according to claim 38further com 
65 prising: 

switch means mounted with respect to the inertial gyro 
scopic meansfor selectively inhibiting producing said 
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signal to permit reorientation ofthe input device with 
out translational movement of the displayable object in 
response to said signal andfor selectively enabling the 
input device to produce said signal. 

4]. An interactive computer graphic display system com 
prising an input device as in claim 38 andfurther compris 
ing circuit means for ejecting translational movement of the 
displayable object along one ofhorizontal and vertical Car 
tesian coordinate axes of the computer graphic display in 
substantially continuous proportionality to the signal. 

42. An input device according to claim 38 comprising: 
sensing means for detecting gravitational orientation; 

and 
said inertial gyroscopic means produces said signal 

indicative ofsaid rotation relative to the gravitational 
orientation. 

43. An interactive computer graphic display system com 
prising an input device as in claim 42 andfurther compris 
ing circuit means for ejecting translational movement of the 
displayable object along one ofhorizontal and vertical Car 
tesian coordinate axes of the computer graphic display in 
response to the rotation of the housing relative to the gravi 
tational orientation. 

44. An input devicefor manipulating translational move 
ments of a displayable object on a computer graphic display, 
comprising: 

hand-held housing means adaptedfor manual movement 
in free space; 

sensing means in the housing means for detecting gravita 
tional orientation; and 
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inertial means mounted with respect to said housing 
means and responsive to rotation of the housing means 
about an axis relative to gravitational orientation for 
producing a signal indicative of said rotation for 
manipulating translational movements of the display 
able object on the computer graphic display without 
causing the displayable object to be rotated. 

45. The input device according to claim 38 comprising: 

switch means with the inertial gyroscopic means for 
manual activation to one operating statefor selectively 
inhibiting producing said signal, andfor actuation to 
another operating state for enabling producing said 
signal in response to said rotation ofthe housing. 

46. The input device according to claim 42 comprising: 
switch means mounted with said sensing means and said 

inertial gyroscopic meansfor manual actuation to one 
operating statefor selectively inhibitingproducing said 
signal, and for actuation to another operating state for 
enablingproducing said signal in response to said rota 
tion. 

47. The input device according to claim 44 comprising: 

switch means on said housing meansfor manual actua 
tion to one operating state for selectively inhibiting 
producing said signal, and for actuation to another 
operating state for enabling producing said signal in 
response to said rotation ofsaid housing means. 


